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One of the major problems facing the high school orchestra
director is the lack of material in drilling school orchestras in dynamics.
My objective is to present suitable material for teaching dynamics. This
work is broadly conceived from a pedagogic standpoint, since the intention
is not only to advise the teacher how to train his pupils most advantageous-
ly in the domain of dynamics but also to lead him to think logically and to
cultivate analytical Investigations of the problems of dynamics. It repre-
sents an attempt to raise the art of high school orchestral playing from
mere crude experience to a higher plane of a logically-formed experience.
There is a considerable amount of good music which is easy to
nlay and which can be played correctly. However, It does not deal with the
expression of dynamics for beautiful tone, for dynamic shading, and for
shading in tempo. Working for expressive intonation of the phrase is ex-
actly the same as working for motor control of the phrase. Moreover, the
skill refines itself, and wild, cnide and hopeless movement organizes it-
self into precision and beauty,
I differentiate among five points of junction in the endless
chain of dynamic possibilities as follows; 1, the strong (f); 2, the
weak (p); 3» the swelling (crescendo -=r-—nzi ); 4, the diminishing (decre-
scendo r~~ -^) ; and 5» the accentuated ( ^ or sfi| tone.
The conductor must have a clear idea of the effect he wants, and
his self-criticism should always be along the line of comparing the effect
toor oe odi jiiiap'i sw^Irfoic *toJ,/»n lo aaO
. T3 nt apurtorfmo loorfo?' sniI.fiTfa at >o tCsujI 0d4 rt tofo'^tib
ciivr to^ **rrf»iKr« w"n«89iq oi ?t
noirae.’rJ •• JJ ooat-^ , ^ntoqhaaj ?. jr r''-.’? l)«viioaoo ai y*!ov
-at'f>ej|rticipvh;s J30t2 «^ri woi:* /•(!? •^'>•'1 "'X
o? bn>a x^'jaoljjoX oJ will fv/i^'f oj o«i« ;i;d ‘ ar^liEJMixJb '^o ni'^aioft *ilJ nf v.I
jI .^.aiaestxti "^o iftaolcfoaq lo jaol'^ sgt Jaevfll Laolixlua^ aiiwisfsfo
ami ’jflix«Xq- inodoff fri 1o J^o oj .fctaiit :u?
,^oa^tTy.cji» •"• ^ aoa^Viitqj^ 9birto ni^t
oJ \««s i »f-?tKv ol-jjff boo5 to Jnua,y.a a si. RT^rfT
»
‘
X/>,sb '^on , tBVWo'X .v^I J-^eT'roD ',>'^-,/sfq hjro iloiiJv h:if*.XBLa
Tol- boft ,^ib«ria oU'W'.xb Tol ,a*J0J to'^ eniflLsrixb '\o not p^ai^yxa
-lo ci ^so’idci 'rf.i 'o it.v.xioiai >iVi-:''»Tqis> 'Jo't .orr.-oi cZ acZfxsH*
,tsvo3'ioM 'yd^ '^o io'f.'tn.-o *xoZoit lo't •^nZ'-l'iow '^waii fidf Xl.fo:*
-ji aosfZtwa'io Zrt:^osv6c: tjoal»oor{ btxa sbtrso «biZv ba« ”9fTflPT XIl^tB
•X^;/A*'cf ba« notr^to*“tq oinl ^£*'S
esJiXbflft ‘VifJ* nZ noijonu(, *o ®i«Zog '»vl’i ^.+8iino'to1t‘ZZ& X
*
'a.
;(*r) cvnoiZn J»rfi .X - :rwoX£o1 bo s'^itiZZcJlasoq oioiAflxb lo nZ^rto
-atofth) j^irfsinZicib f>d.i , Qbti»:*a9‘-io) jinill^wB orll »C i\%)
.^ttoi i‘ *10 *^ ) b ’Ztu/Za9ooi» odZ . ^ btuj ; (-*=====ti:zr2 oba**;:'
" f>c^ ( srf ZD^t^'j ftiiJ 'io p.sbi rmvro a avjRd a-i/ci loiouSaoo sriT
io'^rts t\Z iXTfajJottoo lo »r.iX *iz ;;>noI« ed bXkivXb bXi/oris B-BioZZi*[o-Ktja id
he produced with the effect he wanted.
The job of the conductor is to mold a group of individuals into
a xinified musical ensemble. The school music conductor must teach his
pupils how to produce the effects which will make good interpretation
possible.
The young musician almost never understands how difficult it is
to play really correctly. That means that he must play not only the
correct notet but also the expression, technically and exactly according to
the wishes of the composer.
Only through a continuous study of tone shading can students
develop a feeling for beautiful sound. Only the most careful following of
all the composer's markings makes it possible to live in thought and the
emotional world of a meter and thereby to realize a perfect rendition of
his works.
Accuracy in shading is a prime necessity. So are precision in
playing, unity in attacking the notes especially at the entrance of any
instruments, and all the other details that are included in the term
ensemble.
By observing accents, dynamics and nuances the players will ac-
quire a musical sence that will enable them to interpret the ideas of the
composers, i c
'Vw'—
The piano (p) before a Crescendo is more important than the
.Crescendo itself because the principal requirement for an Increase in power
is the existence of a point of departure situated lower in the dynamic
1i
Iscale. The same holds true for the necessity of a forte (f) before a
V
_piminuendo. A very serious obstacle to the observance of these principles
is the sub-conscious idea which the mere sight of the Crescendo or Dimin-
uendo awakens in the minds of the performers. Instinctively the printed
Crescendo sign suggests to us above all the thought of the concluding forte
and not the initial piano.
It is my hope that the contents of this work do justice to the
needs of the present high school orchestra conductors. It represents an
attempt to make more widely available a degree of perfection in the re-
production of orchestral playing. The success of this endeavor would lead
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Bbcercl se No. 1
RELATIVE INTENSITIES
These are rery inportant exercises for teaching the players the
exact degree of loudness indicated by each expression mark. Fortissimo,
forte, mezzo- forte, piano and pianissimo should each be half as loud as the
one preceding. Each player must hear all the other players at all times,
regardless of his individual idea as to how loud each of these marks indi-
cate that he should play. The pianissimo should be so soft as to be
scarcely audible.
Strings
Players must use the "spun" tone bow-stroke. This is the name
given to a tone sustained by a single stroke. The "spun" tone, more than
any other type of bowing, is dependent upon collaboration of the left hand,
since its purpose is to vivify and ennoble the latter by the production of a
correct vibrato. The whole length of the bow should be employed as a matter
of principle. The point of contact between bow-hairs and strings will be
subject to constant change dependent upon the strength of the bow pressure.
The director will do well to work through an example not only in the manner
prescribed but also in the opposite, faulty manner, as it were, to prove
them by contraries: e. g, -
Forte - in the vicinity of the bridge.
Proof by contraries - at the fingerboard—a break in tone.
Piano - in the vicinity of the fingerboard.
Proof by contraries - at the bridge—hoarse scratching.
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OfiiiseiJtoX .?!-TOia -tu:*:© .*io£^© -^(f be^«oif-fli ©a©xjbz;oi Jg ©©'r^eh ^oi>.xe '
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Woodwind players who cannot play pianissimo should practice long





The tympani player will probably have some difficulty in learning
to gauge the power with which to strike. In general* the fortissimo should
be played in the center and the pianissimo close to the edge.
For other marks of expression he must find the point of contact





In playing fortissimo the woodwind players should be told to
play as loudly as they can in perfect tune* with good tone quality and at
the same time hear all the other members of the choir. A fortissimo ceases
to be enjoyable when some of the voices are drowned by others, or when the
tone quality is bad or the intonation is poor.
The attack of each tone should be sharp—followed by a smooth,
sustained tone. The players should not attempt to overdo the accent (fz)
but rather should be concerned with producing a sharp accent of momentary
duration.
^ol e»ic^oc^q bloorfet osoiaein^iq <;crq orfw mA'ifilq tiatwbooV
.nfio li Jriif 9ffod Sa isaci
’•r'^
4g-^ T^





aai.rt«eX ai xiLjpn'tbb so-o* ovz-ii -^cf-^dciq XXiv ^•^xP•Xq »dT
£It.od8 omiaatOtol arid «Xi?trcn«i, al .e^rXida cd ri .triv ridiv tswog ©rid ©aos? od
.©a&8 oj seoXo ociisaiaflig ©rid bae *r©da©o ©rid ai ©ri
ioaJnoc >© daiofr arid bail jeajs ©ri aoiaeaiqx© to eriifia lerido *joT
,oii^.zxb f>adi'to«3ig ©rid od elrisd-rotiMOo
2 ,0*1 ©a io'iaxri
od olod atf ferx/orie a-tox^Xq Lciwboow arid owieeidiot ;^i^;Blg al
de bjjB ©cod f>ooji ridlw .anad doal-iaq ai nao x«£id sb ^XbaoJ aa x-b-^<?
aeaeao owiaeidiot / .tiorio arid to sTsdaeai i«Jdo arid fXe tx^ori amtd oflura arid
©rid cariw
-lo .atarfdo rtf ftaawoTb ©aa eaoiov arid to ©ooc aariv ©XriBXf>la<» od
.:tco(T ei aoideoodjfii ©rid "to bctf «i xdilsiJfp ©nod
.ridooffl© « i>^‘voIIot“-qTtf'ria urf f>Xji;ori8 ex;od rio^e to XojBddA aril
(st) dxieooB arid ob-xevo od dccaraddij doa bXiroris »a©\^Iq ariT .©nod baniAdaxxa





In this exercise the conductor can sustain each chord until the
desired volume, intonation, tone quality, and "balance are attained "before
signalling for the next chord.
Players should attack and release the tones simultaneously.
In practicing this exercise, the players must contract the ab-





The most important problem to be solved in this exercise is whethe r
the necessary bow pressure establishes the correct point of contact. Here,
without doubt, the fortissimo demands approach to the bridge, which, without
certain pressure, would resxilt in a ponticello-like tonal effect. Therefore,
nearness to the bridge peremptorily demands bov/ pressure. When a violinist
exerts too much pressure upon a string which the string cannot resist, it
will cause the tone to break. The typical observation of the critical
listener in such cases will generally be “Do not press so strongly.* This
manner of expression is misleading and falsifies the facts. It should be
worded, “Press at the correct point of contact." The string was not set
into perfect vibration because the pressure was exerted at a point where the
string could not resist sufficiently.
Intensity of expression seeks the neighborhood of the bridge.
bdxral^aoO - g^iS
ftri^ Itia:: biorio doijo cl^jax^s oao totfoxib/ioo ®el:^isz!* ?sldi al
j'
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.aol^^noi/ri
.aturXov Boiiaafc '
.5^o£^o ix'xx fidi io\
.^Bif09n^^X£f»la aaxio# orfj ossaXai has Joatia bluodB
-da 9di ioftiiaoo iaua atonal', odi
, -eiauaxp aidt nl
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.eioL .^OQ^rtOO ,to ^flloq ;toorjioo ori.t earisilcf/jXeo oucraBetg votf xtfl«a9oaii o;lt •
ix/oiltfiw .rioiriv ,sgcXicf od;} otf doflotqqa ef»cus«fii> arii
, ^a'lroJb ^»fod4^1v
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'.t oT'»riv ialoq e da ijed-rsr© aav sTaaes-iq odd ostxaood aoldjbtdlr dootToq odat
^
-
't f' «XXdaalonia8 dalsoj doa joLjoo saiada
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Strings - Continued
whereas elegance strives toward the fingerboard. In principle t the bow at
all times should be pressed down as far as the particular point of contact,
together with the prescribed nuance, may demand, but never more.
Players should use the entire length of the bow for every tone,
always keeping the bow at right angles with the string. Save the bov; at the
beginning of the half-tones.
Bass players should make certain that the bov; crosses the string
at right angles at all times. Very often the end pin is not long enough to
bring the bass into the proper playing position. If the player needs to
bend his body in order to make the bow cross the strings at right angles,
the end pin in the bass should be lengthened.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players will find this an excellent exercise in keeping
the abdominal muscles contracted to the proper degree. The flow of breath
should be steady, whispering the syllable tut-tut for each tone.
Brass
Brass players articulate as follows: tut-tut-tut - keeping a
steady breath and a firm jaw. The breath should be Interrupted only by the
tongue articulating the whispered syllables. When practicing this exercise,
the players should contract the abdominal muscles more to create greater
breath pressure.
Special attention must be given to intonation, balance, and tone
quality. The brass players must hear all the other players regardless of
their individual idea as to how loudly they should play.
j,
f3 wed orfj .»Xqtsafsq al .bwadt-^xt t,«vol e.TjtJg aoaassi,
.
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.970® 79V9a ii/d
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,9dcf is i.vd 9di nVBB ,-^Cll7la 9di dU^
-9X-M id^t7 4s worf 9rii Siliq3e3f 9^VfX:3
. 89110 J -I f. ixf 9d;t ^0 snlitfli^od I
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ai/rxivbqoW
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3nlq993f ffi ocio79i«} :^neIX90xa jie sirii bail XXiv H 7 e>^Iq bdiwJ&ood
,. di/^97rf woXt «f!T
.997^90 7oqo7q edt oS bato^vHaco adXosxnr inciaobefa ari-i
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Short staccato tones are difficult to play in an ensemhle for the
reason that some of the instruments respond more slowly than others. Conse-
quently, some of the players must anticipate—startin^ the tone slightly
ahead of the others— so that the result is like one instrument pleying.
This exercise should he practiced slowly at first until the play-
ers learn to gauge their entrance according to the quickness of response of
their particular instruments. As a general rule, the brass instiniments
speak more slowly than the woodwinds or strings, and the percussion instru-
ments are even slower in response. VThen players are asked to anticipate,
they are apt to overdo it. The conductor must he on the lookout for this.
Strings
First violins start at the nut and play sixteenth notes of the
first measure in the upper third of the how. In the second measure, allow
the last note of each heat to lead the how toward the nut. In this wey the
how will he in the proper position to play the eighth notes that follov/.
The rest of the strings play the sixteenth notes in the middle thifd
of the how and the eighth notes at the nut of the how. Play each staccato
tone with a short stroke executed hy the wrist and the fingers.
All in all, in producing a "hig tone" it is a question of measur-
ing pressure and how expenditure with the aid of an equalized how mechanism
and of hearing in mind the correct point of contact so exactly that a maxi-
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-\«Xg 3dd It^ciu ’^Xwols &e!>i?Oi''xq ad iXx'orie aalotfix^ alrfU
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‘‘ili to aS^on d^ca'^ixXft ’^^Xq Brts Xxrn adt Xe 4ta?a ecXXoiy ie-rn '
’•oXXe t a'tLfBBHBi iir.ooda 9ri4 ul . woef i?i4^ 1q LocXcitf tsqqu srix iTi otirsBsfi: w 4iXl! '
aldi al .i-un ad? biawoi worf adx be.aL ot iaatf (ioco *io a^on 4<*rf adX ''
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Woodwinds play this exercise with a single tongue. This means
one stroke of the tongue for each tone—whispering the syllable tut-tut- tut .
In playing fortissimo the woodwind players should be told to play
as loudly as they can play in perfect tune with good tone quality and at




Tympanl player should strike near the center of his drum when
playing loudly. His sticks should rise above his shoulders v/hen playing
fortissimo. The eighth notes should be played with two strokes with each





This exercise presents a problem connected with the mechanics
and aesthetics of polyphone playing. The inability of many violinists to
produce unarpeggiated chords in a tonally beautiful manner is due to a lack
of good bow technique. The tonal difficulties in the execution of the three-
tone chords depends on a simultaneous attack of three strings. The string
position grows rounder the more it nears the bridge, while it becomes
flatter in the vicinity of the fingerboard. The point of contact in a three-
tone non-arpeggiated chord
,
therefore, lie^in the flatter fingerboard neighborhood.
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The pupil must first of all convince his eyes that the hairs touch the three
strings simultaneously. This , in view of the curved string position and the
straight hair direction, can be secured only by the exertion of a certain
bow pressure. Three-tone chords in themselves call for doubled pressure,
which must be decidedly increased in a fortissimo. All in all, in playing
three-tone chords, it is a q^uestion of measuring pressure and bow expendi-
ture and of bearing in mind the correct point of contact so exactly that a
maximum breadth of vibration is attained.
We now come to the necessary chord-breaks. The v/ord "chord" in
itself presupposes the simultaneous sounding of several tones. While the
non-observance of this fundamental rule in piano playing rightly stamps a
pianist as inferior, not only the majority of violinists, but their auditors
as well, regard the arpegglating of chords as a matter of course, and, at
the most is an unavoidable evil. At a slow tempo, it is true, arpegglating
cannot well be avoided. Hov/ever, at a rapid tempo, it can and should be
avoided. The director should adept the tempo of this exercise to give the
strings experience in playing three-tone chords in the two ways indicated.
There are five possible ways in which the three- tone chord may be broken:
Notation Execution
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Here No, 5 represents the only correct way of arpegglating, since the chord
is divided into two double-stops, and hence has more of a chordal character
than in the other examples. The only exceptions are those instances in
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which the melodic line calls for the stressing, i. e. , the continued sound-
ing of a certain tone.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players keep the breath flow steady and whisper the
syllable tut for each tone. The director should watch woodwind players to
see that they do not move their Jaws when playing loud staccato tones. When
/
the jaw is permitted to assist in the articulation, the tone usuallystarts
somewhat below the pitch and slides up. This is an effect used by most
Jazz artists and which has a place in Jazz music. However this type of play-
ing shotild not be allowed in a high school orchestra.
Brass
Brass players must contract the abdominal muscles to the proper
degree to insure adequate pressure to suit the power of tone. They must
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This exercise presents the difficulty of perfect coordination
between bow and fingers, and, as a result, should be practiced slowly at
first. The habit of practicing too rapidly carries with it raried disad-
vantages, such as: lack of exact control of the bow; lack of purity of in-
tonation; a tendency toward indistinct playing; and inability to apply the
mental brake when necessary as a consequence of lack of self-control—which
unmistakably stamp all technical achievement with the seal of Insecurity.
This by no means implies that all exercises should be practiced
slowly. However, experience teaches us that slow practice brings about
muscular instinct, self-control and courage to a far greater degree than
rapid practice.
To learn this exercise it should first be practiced slowly and
afterward in the tempo prescribed since, if the strings are confined to slow
practice exclusively, the lightness of their left-hand technique might suffe;’.
The stroke used should be a small d^tache" in the middle of the
bow. The bow should be pressed firmly to the string because of the harder
consistency of G string. The exercise should be played in the second posi-
tion in order to do away with the changing of strings.
This exercise should also be practiced at the nut, slowly at
first so that the eye might test the movement, the ear—the effect. The
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Strings - Continued
with participation of the fingerjoints. A too far-reaching movement, so-
called "tossing" or "flinging" about, is absolutely to be rejected, since it
makes the change of bow all the more audible and hence defeats its purpose
entirely.
Woodwinds
The notes should of equal duration, accuracy and intonation
should be in evidence, and the chromatic runs should be impeccable in execu-
tion, They must be distinct rather than a blurred mixture of notes.
Brass
Brass players whisper the syllable thu for each tone. They must






Strings should try for a "large" or "big" tone. It is not eno\igh
for a tone to sound powerful nearby. Before all, it must be clearly and
distinctly audible at a certain distance. It must be a carrying one, "Big"
tone can be produced in two ways: with little bow and strong pressure in
the vicinity of the bridge; or, with much bow and weak pressure farther away
from the bridge. Which is the more powerful, i. e. which carries the
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their vibratory breadth shows us that when the greater length of bow is
used, they vibrate with double the breadth produced by the lesser length.
This conclusion is justified by the result obtained. In general, increased
pressure at the erpense of diminished bow expenditure in the fortissimo is
to be rejected.
In this exercise try to apply what has been learned. Use the
full bow, and observe the bowing and note values.
Woodwinds
Observe note values. Attack quarter and eighth notes with
energy and good tone. Single tongue the eighth notes and triple tongue the
triplets, articulating as follows: tutlka~tu.
Brass





Tympani players should strike near the center of their drums.
The tympani player*s sticks should rise above his shoulders when playing
fortissimo.
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Begin down-bow In the middle of the bow and use a full bow for
every tone that follows. Employ a loose wrist and forearm and strive for a
firm tone and energetic expression.
The director must listen to the tied notes as string players In-
ferior In musical culture have the habit of transferring the accent in synco-
pated bow strokes to the second note, instead of making It on the first.
Here the height of the notes requires an approach to the bridge.
If a violinist is in the bad habit of conveying intensive feeling through
increased bow pressure alone, instead of doing so through the approach of
the bridge, his mere endeavor will not suffice to bring about a change.
The special manner of applying bow pressure is very closely connec-
ted with the tension of the bow. It is important that with the stronger
tension, an equally pronounced edgewise position of the bow will be adopted,
because otherwise the bow arm pressure will go astray, so to speak, and will
get beyond control. Weak tension, on the other hand, calls for an upright
position of the bow as otherwise the stick will touch the string. The direc-
tor should leave it up to the pupil to decide upon one of two w^s, being
certain, however, that the weak tension is not exaggerated to such an extent
that one must forego the use of the spring bow.
Woodwinds
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Woodwinds - Continued
told to play as loudly as they can play in perfect tune, with good tone
quality, and at the same time hear all the other instruments. This will pro-
>







Difficulties involved in the change of bow present themselves
principally at the nut, since at this point the dead weight of the bow is
so great that, if not diminished by lifting, the pressure exerted by the
stick ennuis the vibrations of the string and produce the variety of secon-
dary sounds generally summed up in the term "scratching'*.
The tones must be smooth, even, and the change of bow should be
inaudible. To do this only the combined movement of wrist-joint and fingers
is capable of producing the absolutely frictionless, inaudible stroke con-
tinuation. Here it might be advisable to mention something about the
Vibrato
.
The conductor must call to the violinists' attention the fact
that the Vibrato should never be used as a matter of habit
,
but only as the
heightened need for expression, and that this need, for its part, should be
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Str ings - Continued
terpreted. The Vibrato is able to traverse a garaut of emotions progressing
from the softest, well-nigh inaudible, to the most passionate, overwhelming
oscillations.
A perfect Vibrato is produced by the combination of the finger,
hand and arm movements. The extent to which all of these factors partici-
pate is an individual matter. Yet, all the joints must be loosened and
prepared to take an active part at any moment. In general, a more r^id
Vibrato is preferable to a slower one, because in the former the deviation
of tone is much less, and this makes the tone sound firmer and sturdier.
The greatest objection to the employment of a slow, broad Vibrato movement,
however, is the fact that in the high positions it exceeds the interval of
a whole tone or more.
Woodwinds
Voodwind instruments whisper too at the beginning of each note,
and should keep a steady flow of breath and pay special attention to intona-
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String players use the great, "broad de^tache stroke, utilizing at
least one half of the bow for each stroke. If necessary, the d^tach^ should
be carried out at every part of the bow. However, it may be suitable only
at certain parts, defending on the duration and power of the tone, as well
as on the peculiarity of the string. "Suitable", in this connection, means
consideration must first be given to the purely musical requisites, and
second to the easiest mode of execution.
yrom a purely technical standpoint, the upper half of the bow is
favored, especially on the higher strings, because the pressure exerted in
that case demands less effort than does the requisite raising of the bov; at
the lower half.
However, on the G string, the power of the pressure to be exerted
is to be doubled in consequence of the harder consistency of the string. On
the other hand, it is needless to diminish the bow pressure at the nut by
means of lifting the bow; on the contrary, it is here that the bow causes
the string to soimd through its individual weight. For this reason, the
detache on the G string is produced with least effort at the lower half of
the bow.
For practice purposes it is advisable to proceed inversely. The
d^tache^ should be practiced on the higher strings with the leaver half of the
how and on the lower strings with the upper half of the bow.
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Woodwind players whisper the syllable too and use a perfectly
steady breath, interrupted only by the tongue articulating each tone. To
play loudly, the players should increase the contraction of abdominal muscle i
in order to create more breath pressure.
Brass
Players must separate quarter notes by means of a slight pause,





Ml strings use the small detach*? stroke executed between the
middle and the point. This type of bowing represents the most important and
most widely used of all types of bowing. Its complete control is an absolute
prerequisite to a good bow technique. It is playable with the least effort
just above the middle of the bow and with the greatest effort at either end
of the bow. The methods of teaching hitherto in vogue have committed two
great errors in this connection. On the one hand, the pupil is always en-
couraged to execute this bow stroke in exercises and compositions at the
extreme point; while, on the other hand, he is hardly ever told to study it
at the nut for practice purposes. Both are fundamentally wrong principles
for, from a purely musical point of view, the de'^tache*' is executed with the
greatest perfection toward approximately the middle of the bow while the
proof of a good general bow technique cannot be held to be valid until it
nfenivJbooX
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- Continued
is possi'ble to produce the d^tach^ in a tonally "beautiful manner in any part
of the bow.
This exercise offers the director the opportunity of rehearsing
his strings at the three principle parts of the bow (point, middle, nut),
while, if a composition is to be played, the detache should be executed be-
tween the middle and the point as a matter of principle. In this way, the
forced, arduously produced detache' at the point will disappear together with
the peculiar shrinking fear of the extreme nut.
The woody scratching or whistling noises frequently accompanying
the d/tache during its execution are often due to the fact that the bow has
been brought too near the bridge. The more rapid the de'tache^ the more
closely the bow must approach the fingerboard, if the strings are to be set
vibrating faultlessly.
Woodwinds
The rhythm found in the third measure is often played inaccurately.
The difficulty lies in making the first tone three times as long as the sec-
ond, As often played the first tone is only twice as long as the second.
Players must learn to mentally divide two notes into four units, three of
which belong to the first tone, and one to the second.
Brass
Horns and trumpets as above.
Percussion
As indicated.
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This exercise should be first played legato and slowly so that the
string players will keep the tempo set at the beginning and not yield to an
impulse to hurry. In a short time, they will be in a position to control
the bowing. In this exercise the inclination to h\irry is most effectively
combated by a broadening out of the first note of each beat along with what
may be called a "brake" accent. This consists of a slight bow accent on tlu
first note of each beat,
(Juite as important as learning the "brake" accents is "unlearning
them" in view of public performance since otherwise a flavor of the school
room is apt to characterize the rendition and stamp it with the hallmark of
Inartistic mechanization.
String players use the upper half of the bow with sweeping strokes
executed by the wrist and forearm. Let the quarter notes lead back to the
middle of the bow and play two sixteenth notes at the tip. Cellos and
basses use the same bowing. This exercise should be practiced with the
upper and lower halves of the bow.
Woodwinds
Whisper tut-tukatoo on a perfectly steady breath. Woodwind play-
ers may have difficulty in articulating clearly. They should practice until
they master this difficulty, Reed instruments should not attempt to double-
tongue, Double- tonguing is impossible on reed instruments where the tone is
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Woodwind s - Continued
started by releasing the reed which cannot be done by closing the throat.
Brass







Players must use the great broad d^tache^ bow-stroke. This type of
stroke calls for the use of at least half the bow. This most Important fun-
damental stroke is characterized by the fact that, contrary to the legato,
the yarious tones are separated from one another through the change of bov/.
However, the separation must take place only by means of the unavoidable
pause resulting from the change of bow, and yet the pause should hardly be




The eighth notes must be played staccato and whispered on the syl-
lable tut . The tied notes and quarter notes must be played legato and
whispered on the syllable too-oo . The director should observe that students
place the accent on the first note of the tied group and not on the second
notes as this Indicates an inferior musical c\ilture.
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The violins play this exercise just below the middle of the bow
using the thrown stroke. The thrown stroke, if merely because of the fre-
quency of its appearance, forms one of the most important componants of bow-
ing technique; nor is the orchestra player the least concerned with its abso-
lute control. It is used on every occasion where the ten^o indicated by the
composer is too slow for the springing bow. It can be executed in the mid-
dle as well as at the nut or point. In a piano the middle had best be used.
In the forte the lower third of the bow should be used. In the pianissimo
the thrown bov/ should be used at the point v;hen the greatest possible short-
ness is desired.
The bov should be poised about two inches above the strings play-
ing each staccato tone with a short stroke executed by the wrist and fingers,
The forearm may move slightly when playing mezzo-forte. The slurred tones
should be played with the upper half of the bov.
Violas should use the full bow. Cellos play just below the mid-
dle of the bow using a stroke which is flexible and sonorous.
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Woodwind players should single tongue whispering tut-tut-tut.
The bassoon player must anticipate, starting the tone slightly ahead of the
others so that the result is like one instrument playing. This is a matter
of minute fractions of a second, but of sufficient importance to greatly
affect the ensemble. Very little need be said about this to the players,
but exercises like this one should be practiced until the pleyers learn to







Use the full bow for every group of slurred and tied notes, and
the bow should be between the fingerboard and bridge in order to produce a
natural normal tone of clarinet timbre. On the long sustained notes the
director must listen for the unjustified, habitual increasing and diminish-
ing in the course of a single bow-stroke. This mannerism which, though in
the long run is unendurable to the listener, is very widespread, and which
exclude? any more delicate shading.
As the violas play a trill throughout the whole exercise, it
might be well for the conductor to mention something about it, and suggest
an expedient manner in which to acquire a good trill. The trill represents
the transformation of an originally slow, repeated, singly controllable,
voluntary, tremulant movement. The most expedient manner in which to ac-
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quire a good trill is in the following manner; ( 1 ) The trilling finger is
raised as high as possible, and dropped back upon the string with the great-
est possible elasticity; (?) the finger is raised as little as possible;
(3) the trill is carried out in slow regular beats and in the end as a
quick
trill exercise in its original form. The way prescribed will lead to the
desired result in most cases.
Kreutzer Etude No. I3
V
Woodwinds
The clarinet should plaj/ softly and smoothly and play all the tied
notes in one breath whispering the syllables ^0^ 0^ 00 ,
The oboe should play the eighth notes tenuto and the effect
should be almost like a sustained tone. He should whisper the syllable thu
lightly for each tone.
Brass
)
Brass instruments slur by whispering the syllable at the be-
ginning of the first note embraced by the slur and at no other place. The
tone must be even, steady, and in balance with the rest of the orchestra,
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The first violins must play the slurred notes in the ujiper half of
the how with the legato stroke. The object of this stroke is to play a
succession of tones whose connection is uninterrupted hy pauses. The correc
change of how is secured only when the movements of the shoulder, lower arm,
and wrist are adjusted to that end.
The rest of the strings must use the grand d^tache how stroke.
Hereby a type of stroke is meant which calls for the use of at least one-
half of the how. The upper half of the how is favored at mezzo -forte. The
director should encourage students to play this exercise also in the middle
and lower half of the how. The detach^ in the lower half of the how is
produced hy horizontal upper arm movement at the nut and hy horizontal lower
arm movement in the middle and upper half of the how. The notes and rests
should he of equal time value. The how should not he raised off the strings
after the rests, and the how should always he at right angles v/ith the string.
Woodwinds
Vfhisper the syllable too and play in perfect tune and good tone
oTiallty. The director should see that the players do not cut the notes
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First violins use the legato stroke with a lesser or greater sus-
taining of the bow-stroke. The bow cannot remain on a place narrowly out-
lined by a length of stroke, VThile the uniformity of the tone must be con-
trolled mainly by muscular instinct and the eyCi the correct division of the
bow must be tested by the number of tones to be played. As the object of
this stroke is a succession of tones whose connection is uninterrupted by
pauses, an exact division of the bow during a legato to be played tiniformly
is very important.
Second violas should use three-quarters of the bow for each group.
Violas should use the full bow for each group of tied notes making the
change at the nut as smoothly and evenly as possible.
Woodwinds
Flutes and clarinets play this exercise as written, playing each
phrase in one breath.
Bassoons slur by whispering the syllable too at the beginning of
the first note embraced by the slur. Players should listen to their balance
with the rest of the group and regulate their tone accordingly.
Brass
Horns — same as for bassoons above.
Trumpets should try for the effect of a legato tone, tied to a
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staccato tone. The tendency is to accent the second tone and this must he






Play with the upper half of the how. The sixteenth notes should
he played just above the middle of the how. The tonal problem here lies in
the alteration of long and short strokes of the how. The purity and regular*
ity of string vibrations necessary for the production of perfect sounds de-
pends primarily ijqpon the how setting the string into vibration at the right
place, that is, at the correct point of contact. The exercise should he
played near the fingerboard.
To all appearances, the fundamental tonal strength most suitable
for technical study would seem to he the mezzo-forte, the medium strong tone
Around this, as prescribed by the composer, or following out certain pur-
poses of study, are grouped the various tonal gradations. I would deem it
impractical to choose the soft or the strong tone in principal as the funda-
mental dynamic for the reason that dynamic changes with increasing or de-
creasing tonal radiance can he carried out most readily from mezzo-forte on.
The director should he on the watch for violinists in his group who are
exceptions. A violinist, unconcerned as to any of the finer points of tone
4 ~
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•oroduction should get a piano treatment. Substitution of healthy tone pro=
duction for a whispering manner of playing will succeed most rapidly through
cultivation of a more robust forte tone.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players should take great care to preserve perfect intona-
tion and beautiful tone. The director should watch closely to see that good
habits are not laid aside. Each player should be able to hear the other
members of this section. The quarter notes should be played smoothly and
the slurred notes should be played with one breath.
Brass
Trumpets should attack notes without the slightest accent. The
tones should be very smooth, in perfect tune, perfectly balanced, and should
be attacked and released simultaneously.
Percussion
Tympani players may have some difficulty in learning to gauge the
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Start with, the upper half of the how and use n full how for the
half and tied notes. As the exercise is piano, diminished pressure of the
how should he used to produce a soft tone. The point of contact must he in
the vicinity of the fingerboard. If played close to the bridge, the tone
will he scratchy and accompanied by secondary noises due to the impurity of
vibrating tones.
Woodwinds
Woodwind instniments slur by whispering the syllable too at the
beginning of the first note embraced by the slur and at no other place.
This exercise should be played softly and smoothly. Players
should play the slurred notes in one breath and take great care that the
breathing is done correctly. The director should see to it that players do
not accent or give wrong emphasis to the last note of the slur.
Brass
Horns should play this passage without the slightest accent, and
the tones should follow each other so closely as to sotind like slurred tones,
Whisper the syllable thu and use a perfectly steady breath.
* V
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Strings should use detach/ bowing and this exercise should be
played with the whole bow, upper half of the bow, middle and lower half of
the bow. The notes and rests should be of eqtial time value.
The diffiCTilties involved in the change of bow will present them-
selves principally at the nut
,
since at this point the dead weight of the
bow is so great that, if not diminished by lifting, the pressure exerted by
the stick annuls the vibrations of the string and produces the variety of
secondary sotinds summed up in the term "scratching**.
Woodwinds




In chord playing the director should bear in mind that it is the
soft tone that develops good embouchure, correct ear, and pure intonation.
Chord playing may also be put to excellent use in developing attack and re-
lease, This exercise may be practiced Porte and Portissimo, It may also be
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First violins play in the upper third of the hov/ using a stroke
which is flexible and sonorous.
Second violins and violas use the upper half of the bow and do not
remove the bow from the string after the rest. Cellos and basses use the
upper half of the bow and avoid accents on the eighth notes.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players may practice this exercise legato end staccato,
slow and fast, although the speed at which woodwinds can execute this
exercise is limited. Done very rapidly the exercise is good for practice in
trlple-tonguing articulating as follows: tutika .
Brass
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The strings loast use the springing stroke. The part of the bow
best suited for it varies according to the collective weight of the bow and
its division of weight. Hence, it differs in the case of every bow and
first must be determined exactly by the players.
In general, on the D and G. strings the springing tone is secured
by shifting of the point of attack toward the nut, %^ile on the upper string
»
the point of attack is secured, by approaching the upper half. In the upper
half the involuntary springing of the bow is facilitated by raising the
little finger. When the bow moves in the lower half, the fo\irth finger
must remain on the bow stick.
In this excerpt, strings should strive only to secure the effect
of a small rapid d^tach^ and regard the springing as quite accidental. It
is an error to think that the excellence of the springing bow-stroke depends
on the highest possible leaps of the bow; the exact contrary is the case.
The shorter the space of tine for which the stick leaves the string between
the various tones and the less elevated the height from which it drops back
on the string, the better sounding and freer from accompanying noises the
stroke will become* while its possibilities of speed will be well-nigh
Illimitable.
Woodwinds
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Woodwinds - Continued
and they should practice for the purpose of gaining speed, in articulation,
whispering the syllables too-tutututu. Rapid tonguing is possible only when
the tip of the tongue is used in articulating, and when the jaw does not
move. Players who have difficulty in doing this should have special help in
correcting these faults. Players of reed instruments should always articu-
late by touching the tip of the tongue to the tip of the reed.
This excerpt should be played slowly at first so that the v;ood-
v;ind players can tell the exact speed with which they can single-tongue.
Brass




PIAHISSIMO-PORTISSIMO — THRSB MEASURES
Strings
First violins start at the tip of the bow using very little bow
and slowly work toward the nut, gradually increasing the pressure and length
of the bow.
Rest of the strings should start up-bow. It is easier to make the
crescendo up-bow, and the bow should slide nearer the bridge as the crescendc
mounts. Use the ssime length of bow for eighth notes that follov;, but
gradually increase the pressure.
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Woodwinds
Start pianissimo with a steady breath—interrupted only by articu-
lating the notes and gradually contracting the abdominal muscles more to
create more breath pressure. The tone should be in tune and of good tone
quality. The players should not overdo the crescendo, but should stop with
the degree of loudness that they can use and still keep their instruments
in perfect tune and tone quality. The players must stop the crescendo just
before they get out of tune instead of just after.
Percussion
Tympani should begin the roll close to the edge, then move the






This is a difficult exercise in that pupils must use a full bow,
produce a smooth and even tone , and change from an up-bow to a down-bow at
the frog. This must be done without an \inusual accent. As this exercise is
pianissimo, the director may experiment with the following which is called
"a shoulder pedal”:
If, while playing, the right shoulder is raised unnaturally high,
a strange dampening of tone results whereby it takes on a similar color of
that produced by the use of the soft pedal on the piano. As this can be a
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Strings - Continued
dangerous toy in the hands of many violinists, the director should not be
Induced to make continual use of this means in order to secure a soft tone
production minus effort. To this must be added that the unnatural shoving
up of the shoulder soon causes fatigue and abuse, and using this position
may degenerate into chronic arm trouble. Occasionally used it supplies an
entirely effortless mode of producing a pianissimo. This movement belongs
among those which might be termed "subconscious movements", and which con-
sciously used exert a paralyzing effect on expression.
Woodwinds
Whisper the syllable thu and use a perfectly steady breath, and
try for the desired volume, intonation, and tone quality.
Notes should be played without the slightest accent and should
soTJnd as a single sustained tone. Woodwind players who cannot play pianis-
simo should practice long tones at home until they can.
Brass
This is a difficult exercise and will require a lot of practice
at home on long tones. The attacks should not have any unmusical accents,
and the tone should be smooth and steady.
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Diminished pressure is the most natural way of producing a soft
tone. When only part of the entire bow length is used, the upper half, in
consequence of its diminished natural weight, should be preferred to the
lower one. The piano or pianissimo with the lower half of the bow, produced
by diminution of the weight, is one of the most difficult tasks in bowing
technique, and whenever possible is to be avoided.
Eor study purposes, however, it is one of the most useful bowing
and tone exercises, by means of which the adjustment between the upper and
lower halves of the bow, especially difficult in soft passages, may be
secured.
Pressure diminution which is not produced by raising the bow, but
resulting automatically when the player inclines the upper part of the body
more or less to the right
,
whereby the bow pressure is suspended to a certaii
degree, calls for mention. This manner of holding the body is, in most
cases, unconsciously used, yet it does not seem out of place to call the
pupils' attention to its advantages in an exercise like this where the
necessary sureness and delicacy develop automatically.
WoodwirjLs
This exercise should be played smoothly and softly, keeping the
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Play this excerpt in the upper third of the how with a slight
accent on the first tone of each group. In regard to the accent, it is less
the accentuation itself than the manner of its execution which supplies an
additional characteristic. An accent may he produced in two ways; Through
pressure; or, through use of longer howing. Here, owing to the lack of
pauses between strokes, the accent must he brought about through use of
longer howing rather than through pressure.
In the use of the upper third of the how, the following difficul-
ties reveal themselves; In the upper third, in the detache, the point of
contact between how and strings shifts in an unmotivated, desultory manner;
the how ••flickers"; the wrist is stiffened at the nut; the player is hinderec
in every way. The reason for the "flickering" is that the index finger par-
ticipates too lightly in the guidance of the how, and the other fingers,
too much. For this purpose the director should have , the strings play this
exercise In the upper third of the how, while the index finger is required
to guide the how by itself with the other fingers hovering in the air. In
this way an especially marked inward turn of the lower arm is brought about
automatically.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players should always articulate by touching the tip of
the tongue to the tip of the reed or mouthpiece. Some players do this
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7 » other need to he taught,
Ivery flute player should learn the exact speed with which he
can single-tongue when he sees notes. Rapid tongulng is possible only when
the tip of the tongue is used in articulation, and when the jaw does not
move. Double and triple tonguing are both makeshifts and should not be used
unless the speed is too rapid to single tongue.
This excerpt should be practiced slowly at first, increasing the
speed gradually until single-tonguing is no longer possible, then chaning
to double-tonguing. The latter should sound as regular and even as the
former.
Clarinets and oboes slur by whispering too at the beginning of
the first note embraced by the slur and at no other place,
Sxercise Mo, 27
CESSCSNDO
PIANISSIMO-FORTISSIMO — SIX ?4SASURES
Strings
In the first two measures use a small detache bow stroke in the
uoper third of the bow. In the rest of the exercise work the bov/ toward
the end of the nut as determined by the character of the passage.
From the third measure onward, the position of the bow stick in re-
lation to the hairs plays a notable part in producing a successful springing
bow-stroke. The stick should never incline to\^ard the fingerboard, but must
be held over the bowhairs in a vertical line,
.
The fact is that the indepen-
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Strings - Continued
is held obliquely; while they appear undiminished when the stick is held
straight. Only when, for some reason or other, one wishes to produce a d^
tache' entirely free from springing in the middle, is the oblique position
appropriate.
Should the springing bow be produced by the movement of the lower
arm or of the wrist? In order to answer this question correctly we must bear
in mind that wrist movements in very form should only be applied when the
original basic movement, as a result of too rapid a tempo, seems clumsy.
At^= 60 the shoulder movement still rules with quite negligible
participation of the wrist; at ^ = 90 t the wrist predominates; and at J = 120
it is exclusively active.
Woodwinds
Play the first two measures in one breath. The notes should be of
equal duration and each group of slurred notes should be played with a slight
accent, From the third measure onward the staccato tones should be single









PIANO-FOETE — SIX MEASUEES
Strince
Violins and violas begin up^bov at the middle of the bow and* as
the crescendo increases, gradtially increase the pressure of the bow and the
expenditure of the bow. The unhindered freedom of movement on the part of
the bow between the bridge and fingerboard must be insisted upon and, as the
crescendo increases and the notes become higher, the bow must remain in the
vicinity of the bridge.
Cellos and basses use a d^tache^ stroke in the middle of the bow
with the stick inclining toward the bridge. As the crescendo increases the
stick must be held over the hairs in a vertical line, the pressure must in-
crease, and the expenditure of the bow must be in exact proportion to the
increase of the crescendo.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players must not cut the last note of slurred groups
short. The notes should be played smoothly and the volume of breath should
be in accordance with the crescendo.
Brass
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Not only the Index finger and the middle finger, hut the upper arm
in a rolling movement of the shoulder Joint, are involved in this exercise
in pizzicato. In the case of single tones in slow tempo, the thumb, however,
only supports itself against the fingerboard before the pizzicato, while
after it has sounded, the arm carries out a swinging movement like that made
by a harpist. In the case of chords, the thumb support appears seldom or
not at all. The arm sind hand carry out a far-reaching movement beginning a
certain distance from the string, embracing the chord in its course. Such a
movement not only makes an effect on the ear, but it also influences the eye
in a very favorable manner. All pizzicato in common demands that the move-
ment be carried out from the left to right, and not upwards from below; sinc<
otherwise the string would touch the fingerboard. The chords in this exer-
cise may be attacked with the index finger or middle finger, and the point
of contact should be midway between the bridge and fingerboard. The upper
arm, for its part, participates in the change of string by passing to the
levels of the strings touched by means of a rolling movement of the shoulder
Joint.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players should obstruct their breath flow with their
tongues, at the same time contracting their abdominal muscles so that the
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Woodwinds - Continued
The effect will be a sharp, staccato attack, followed by a smooth soft, sus-
ji tained tone,
j
This is a difficult effect for an ensemble to produce. The dura-
^ tion of the loud part of the tone should not exceed one-twentieth of a
I
second, while the remainder of the tone should be soft. Both parts of the
; tone should,, of course, be in tune and of good tone quality. The players
!
should not attempt to overdo the accent, but should rather be concerned with
I
I
producing a sharj) accent of momentary duration.
I
I
The forte-piano should not be confused with the sforzando. The
I forte-piano is played like the sforzando except that the diminuendo follow-
j|
ing the accent is more sudden.
Brass
J
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Strings - Continued
(It will be clear at once that of these ten ways the last represents the
correct manner of division^)
Due to the dynamic t the first two chords must be arpeggiated*
The players must begin the third chord with the simultaneous attack of three
strings. The point of contact here lies in the vicinity of the fingerboard,
because the beginning of the stroke is somewhat rapid, and, furthermore,
because the simultaneous grasping of three strings presupposes a less round-
ed string position. No sooner has the stroke been made, however, than the
bow must leave the low strings, and set the upper strings vibrating.
In the long sustained chords, a change of point of contact must
follow during the stroke. If this is neglected, and the three-tone chord is
begun in the vicinity of the bridge, scratchy accompanying noises will resuH
while the tone will break when the double-stop forming the second part of th«
chord is played near the fingerboard. Violins should play each chord down-
bow and increase the pressure accordingly.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players keep the breath flov/ steady and whisper the
syllable tut for each tone and gradxially increase the volume of breath to
suit the power of tone.
Brass
Trumpets and horns will find the first two measures of this exer-
cise very difficult. Pour tones in rapid succession, piano, are fatiguing
to the tongue and embouchure, Tne best they can do is try, for trying
develops flexibility and speed.
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The players should practice the first two measures slowly at
first, increasing the speed gradually until single-tonguing is no longer pos
sible, then change to douhle-tonguing. The latter should sound as regular
and even as the former. Another w?,y for the brass players to play this
exercise is to single-tongue the first four notes and double-tongue the next
four, etc., making both articulations sound the same. When practicing thi^





PIANISSIMO-FORTISSIMO — TmVE m^ASURES,
Strings.
The crescendo may be produced in either of two ways: by means of
a gradually increasing expenditure of the bow; or, by means of a gradually
I
increased bow pressure. If the tempo is slow, the crescendo is mainly pro-
duced by increased expenditure of bow. The swelling of the tone may be
supported by the raising of the violin. In certain cases, this is advantage
ouB for the raising of the instrument, which parallels the increase in power
of tones, represents a logical and visually satisfying movement, and, so to
speak, makes the crescendo visible. Mention of the incorrect execution of
the crescendo, as brought about by an inexact estimation of the note-picture
sho’jld not be oramitted. Increase in power can be brought about only when
bovizIi'hoO - ’ '
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The piano before a crescendo is more important than the crescendo
itself, because the principal requirement for an increase in power is the
existence of a point of departure situated lower in the dynamic scale. The
same holds true for the necessity of a forte before a diminuendo. A very
serious obstacle to the observance of these principles is the subconscious
idea which the mere sight of the crescendo or the diminuendo awakens in the
mind of the performer. Instinctively, the printed crescendo sign suggests
to us first the thought of the concluding forte and not the initial piano.
The director should see to it, when louder tones are asked for,
that the player stops with the degree of loudness that he can use and still
keep his instniment in perfect tune. He must stop his crescendo before
he goes out of tune.
Players must begin at the extreme tip playing near the finger-
board and using as little bow as possible. As the crescendo increases, the
hair should approach the bridge and the middle of the bow, and the uressuro
should gradually increase along with an expenditure of bow.
Woodv/inds
Woodwind players should whisper the syllable and use a perfect-
ly steady breath.
Brass '
It is difficult to play this exercise without accenting each tone.
The tones should be played without the slightest accent and should follow
each other so closely as to sotind almost like a single sustained tone.
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EIGHT MEASUBES ~ TEEMOLO
Strings
This exercise should be played at the extreme point of the bow.
The tremolo should be represented by as rapid as possible a succession of
small detache strokes produced by a pure, tremulant wrist movement. It may
be produced with least effort by holding the bow at the extreme point, and
raising all the fingers with the exception of the index finger. As the cres-
cendo increases, the lower part of the bow should be used, increased pres-
sure should be applied and the hair should gradually aporoach the bridge.
The director should watch to see that the violinists do not lower
the violin in playing pianissimo as this injures the tone production as well
as the whole manner of playing. Besides it does not look well and should be
repudiated without condition. Nor should the director omit to mention the
incorrect execution of the crescendo directly broiight about by inexact atten-
tion of the note pictures. One can only increase in power when beginning
softly.
Woodwinds
l^on entrance, players must be careful to maintain proper balance
of parts at all times. The conductor may guide his players in a general
way, but it is the individual players themselves who must gauge their volume
to fit the ensemble. Balance and intonation go hand in hand. In working for
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Woodwinds - Continued
one, the other comes without fail as the necessary requisites are the same.
Th» players must learn to listen to the other players at all times. When
this is learned, there is no trouble on either score,
“Brass
Attack the notes with precision and swell the sustained notes in
perfect tune and good tone quality. Expression marks must “be observed and
the players must hear each other in order to gauge their volxime to fit
the ensemble.
Percussion
This exercise presents a difficult technical problem for the
tympani player and will require much practice. The roll should be started
close to the edge, and gradually the player should raise his sticks higher





In this exercise the correct interpretation of the crescendo will
be the result of a correct administration of pressure, length of stroke,
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Strings - Continued
position of "bow usedt and length of string. Because of the high position of
the notes in the first five measures, the point of contact must he at the
fingerboard. As the crescendo increases the how hair must graduall7 ap-
proach the bridge and the middle of the how along with increased pressure
and expenditure of the how.
Here it might he well to mention the simultaneous touching of two
strings which may he most annoying. In this case the bridge is mainly to
blame, unless it is so curved that the player can exert strong pressure on
the middle strings without the how touching their neighbors. When the
bridge is cut too flat it is almost impossible to touch A or D strings
clearly when playing with any degree of intensity.
The degree to which the bridge should be rounded is determined by
the individual strength and elasticity of the bow. However, a well-rounded
bridge should be preferred because, even when playing near the fingerboard,
it still permits of a certain pressure on the string, %faich is impossible
in the case of a flat bridge.
Woodwinds
As the woodwind instruments have a lot of unison work in this
exercise, they will have to be very careful of their intonation. Without
perfect intonation concerted music is a source of sorrow to the listener
and performer alike, and is a menace to all concerned. It is true that
students may have difficulty in playing in tune, but this is no reason why
the director should not make a positive effort to teach them how to play
in tune
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In this exercise the brass instnuaents have sustained notes
m
which anist be perfectly steady and smooth. The director can pause on chords
which are not perfectly true and have the students change their pitch
slightly until the chord is in perfect tune. In this way he can call atten-
tion to the offending part of player.
Percussion
Tympani player should begin the roll half an inch from the edge,
then move the sticks gradually tov/ard the center and raise the sticks higher
as the crescendo progresses.
Exercise No, 34
DBCHESCENDO
rORTISSIMO-PIANISSIMO — EIGHT MEASURES
Stri ngs
In the first four measures string players must use the lower
third of the bow and must use the thrown stroke as distinguished from the
springing stroke. By this I mean short strokes, separated from one another by
pauses, during which the bow leaves the string to drop straight back upon it.
The springingand thrown strokes differ one from the other in
point of origin as well as in regard to their tonal effect. The frequent
confusion of the two explains the lack of tonal beauty they usually follow.
Yet not alone the bowing types themselves, but the names given them as well,
are so often exchange with each other tha,t it seems necessary to call atten-
tion to them in some external way. Therefore, instead of the indefinite
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Strings - Continued
terms "spiccato" or "sautille", the director should employ the unmistakable
terms "springing” and "thrown” strokes.
In the thrown stroke the player is inactive, the how passive; I
throw the how. In the springing stroke the player is passive—only watching
over what the how does. The how is active since, in conseq^uence of its own
lightness in the region of its balancing point, it must spring of itself
when not held dovra on the string by force.
In the last four measures players should use a small d^tache stroke
at the upper third followed by the extreme tip and in the vicinity of the
fingerboard.
Woodwinds
This exercise should be played smoothly. The players should
breathe only at the end of each slur, allowing about one-half of the last
count for taking a breath. Good practice for the players would be for them
to play the entire eight measures in one breath. However, if the director
suggests this, he should tell the players to check themselves to see that
the breathing is done correctly.
Exercise No. 3^
DECRESCENDO
EORTISSIMO-PIANISSIMO — FOUR MEASURES
In this exercise the point of contact between bow-hairs and strings
is subject to constant change. It is dependent upon the strength of bow
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middle of the how and close to the bridge using a large de'^tache how-strokej
Then, gradually approach the fingerboard and the tip of the bow in accordance
with the prescribed shading.
Woodwinds
This exercise should be played smoothly. Players should breathe
only at the end of each group of slurred notes. For practicing purposes,
they should also try to play the entire exercise in one breath.
Brass
Players must control breath pressure to make decrescendo gradual
and maintain volume, intonation, tone-quality, and balance according to
shading.
Percussion
Tympanl player begins the roll in the center of the drum head
and gradually moves toward the edge.
Bxercise Ho. 36
CEESCEHDO-DBCRESCianX)
PIAHO-FORTISSIMO-PIANO — OHE MS^UBE
Strings
Violins and violas start at the extreme end of the bow with the
bow almost over the bridge. On the crescendo the bow should approach the
fingerboard, the middle of the bow should be used, and the pressure should
be increased. On the decrescendo, the bow should approach the bridge, the
extreme tip of the bow should be used, and the pressure should diminish and
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Strings - Continued
all the fingers except the index finger should he relaxed.
The Sul Ponticello indicated hy many composers to secure a mood of
mystery should he rejected from a purely tonal standpoint, since its object
is to produce a scratchy, impure vibratory picture mingled with distinctly
audible irregular overtones. The mysterious, far-distant tonal effect is
more apt to be secured when the players avail themselves of the neighborhood
of the fingerboard (sulla tastiera), dispensing with the unpleasantly
scratchy addition which clings to the pianissimo at the bridge. When appliec
at the composer's request in the orchestra, playing at the bridge comes
near to making the desired effect, just as other violinist ic peculiarities,
unendurable in solo playing, turn into advantageous collective means of
expression.
Cellos and basses should play the notes with the thrown stroke
in the middle of the bow. On the crescendo the bow should gradually approad
the nut with increased pressure, and on the decrescendo, the bow should be
worked back toward the middle with a diminished pressure.
Woodwinds
The chord must be attacked without an accent and care should be
taken to preserve perfect intonation and beautiful tone. The crescendo
calls for the right mixture of acceleration and strengthening of breath,
which must be in proportion to the genera.1 level of tone strength prescribed,
For the decrescendo the procedure is just the opposite~the expenditure of
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Violins and violas * This Is a difficult study for the violins and
will require a lot of practice. Playing long-sustained, so called “spun”
tones calls for great regularity and evenness in tonal expression as well
as in the leading of the how and adhesion to the right point of contact with
out wavering hither and thither. Work on this exercise should be brief,
lasting at the most fifteen minutes, since this type of playixig may be
regarded as the most tiresome in the whole field of technique. This type
of playing is very useful in developing tone power, especially to the play-
er as yet in the earlier grades.
As was mentioned earlier, the crescendo may be produced in two
ways: ?y means of a gradually increasing bow expenditure t or, by meerxs of
a gradually increased bow pressure. Here, since the tempo is moderate, the
crescendo is mainly produced by increase of pressure.
In order to achieve correct pressure as prescribed by the nttance,
the fingers must constantly regulate the pressure of the bow. For example,
when starting down-bow at the frog, piano, the little finger must carry the
wei^t of the bow— then as the bow is drawn outward, crescendo—^the little
finger gradually relaxes this pressure and the index finger begins to press
as the bow approaches the middle and diminishes from the middle to the point,
To do this properly requires constant adjustment, on both the down and up-
bow, Approaching the frog on the up-bov requires a loose wrist and the
'<‘7
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finger action is brought into play.
Cellos and basses. As these players do not have long sustained
notes, the crescendo must be carried out by a gradually increasing expendi-
ture of bow. Players must use their own Judgment as to the more or less
appropriate manner of carrying out the dynamics,
Sxerclse So, 38
CBSSCSliDO-DECBESCENDO
PIAKISSIMO-yORTISSIMO-PIAKO — TmVB MEASCEES
Strings
As the execution of this illustration requires twelve measures,
it will require the Judgment of the players as to the more or less appro-
priate manner of carrying out the dynamics. It calls for the right mixture
of acceleration and strength prescribed.
The point of contact between bow-hairs and string will be subject
to constant change. The pianissimo should be played close to the finger-
board and, as the crescendo develops, the bow will approach the bridge. The
unhindered freedom of movement on the part of the bow between the bridge
and fingerboard must be insisted upon as the fundamental law for a purity
of vibrations which does Justice to all bowing combinations as well as to
all degrees of power and pitch.
The tone should be healthy throughout and will be the result of a
correct administration of pressure, determined by shading, length of stroke,
and portion of bow used. In order to execute the crescendo properly, a
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Strings - Continued
constant pressure must be exerted on the bow stick by meaus of the index
finger of the right hand. This pressure must not be so strong that the
string is prevented from vibrating, yet not so weak that it can only be
set vibrating imperfectly.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players slxir by whispering the syllable too at the be-
ginning of the first note embraced by the slur. Each note should be of the
desired volume, intonation, tone-quality, and balance. Woodwind players




The difficult part of the "swell** is the last half
—
getting back
to piano after reaching the fortissimo. When they reach the summit, the
players Just seem to fall over on the other side. Players should learn to
make the decrescendo as gradual as the crescendo, and as coaq)lete. The
decrescendo should not be complete \intil a real piano is reeohed.
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PIANO-PORTISSIMO-PIANISSIMO — SIX MEASURES
Strings
The riolins and violas aiust use the legato-stroke which is charac-
terized by a greater or lesser sustaining of the bow-stroke, and the object
of which is to play a succession of tones whose connection is uninterrupted
by pauses. The bow must not remain on a place narrowly outlined by the bow
pressure, length of stroke, or height of position, but, as a result of the
continually occurring change of shading, must fluctuate between the finger-
board and bridge. The least audible change of bow, as well as evenness of
stroke, are the prerequisites of its perfect execution. The whole length of
the bow should be employed.
In the last two measures of the first violin part
,
some players
with thick fingers may find it impossible to produce a perfect trill because
of the high position of the notes. When this is the case, the player can
help himself in the following manner: The forearm, wrist-joint and fingers
are stiffened. After the finger which is to trill has been brought close
above the string, the lower arm carries out a convulsive tremulant movement
that with every vibration of the prepared finger allows the latter to touch
the strli^g, and, if regularly carried out, produces an extraordinarily quick,
clean, and well-sounding trill.
The same movement in the lower positions, sometimes met in the
case of students with an insufficiently developed trill, should be permitted
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Wly is it that a trill beginning with a maxiamm of rapidity a-
wakens an uncomfortable feeling in the auditor? It is difficult to find an
explanation of this fact. We must content ourselves with determining that a
trill which begins slowly and grows more rapid sounds better. Slow trills
will appear to be faster the more slowly they are begun and vice versa.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players must produce a smooth, steady, flowing tone of
pleasing quality. To do this they must know that the ifirst requisite is the
strict adherence to the rules of correct breathing. The director should
watch the face and neck muscles of the players while they are playing this
exercise. If the jaw moves in the slightest degree, or if the neck or
cheeks puff out, the students are using bad breathing habits. The only
muscles that should move in the playing of this exercise are the abdominal
muscles.
Brass
In this exercise the first trumpet player must have perfect
attack, good tone quality, and balance. Here the director may guide the
player in a general way.
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FOBTB-PIANO-FORTISSIMO — THIRTEEN MEASURES
Strings
On the decrescendo the players must use the swiftest and small-
est d^tache possible In the middle of the bow. The bow must be pressed
firmly to the string and should Incline toward the fingerboard, thus can-
celling the Independent vibrations of the stick. Only In this way will the
students produce a d^tache In the middle free from springing. The frequent-
ly occurring woody, scratching or whistling accompanying noises during the
execution of this bow-stroke often are due to the fact that the bow has beex
broiight too near the bridge. The more rapid the d^tach^, the more closely
the bow must approach the fingerboard If the strings are to be set vlbra^
ting faultlessly.
On the crescendo, players must use the thrown-stroke as the
tempo Indicated by the composer Is too slow for the spring bov/. This Is
most conveniently done by mefjas of the little finger remaining on the
stick. The notes In the first two measures must be played In the middle
of the bow, and the notes In the following three measures must be played
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Ixerci s e No , 41
DBCRKSCENDO-CBESCEmX)
FORTB-PIANO-rORTISSIMO — SIX MEASURES
Strings
First violins should use the whole how for the sustained notes
and half a how for the quarter notes. The eighth notes must he played in
the lower third of the hov;. The crescendo must he arrived at through a
greater expenditure of bow. An examination of the vihratory breadth of a
string shows us that when the greater length of how is used, it vihrates
with double the breadth produced by the lesser length. In no case should a
crescendo with sustained tones he produced by increased pressure at the ex-
pense of diminished how expenditure. The only exceptions which might he
made in this case are when an instrument does not respond readily or when
how hairs are worn out.
Second violins and violas alternate between the middle and
lower third of the how according to the shading. The how must not remain on
a place narrowly outlined by the how prossxire, hut in consequence of the
shading must fluctuate between the fingerboard and bridge. There is also
the added difficulty of how change and the uniformity of the stroke, plus
the problem of securing the most Inconspicuous change of string. This
bowing is tricky. The transition from a legato movement into the throwing
technique without shifting of the rhythm, demands a very considerable
command of the how.
Cellos smd basses use a full how for the slurred suid sustained
tones and a half a how for the quarter notes.
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Woodwind players whisper the syllable too~oo. There should he
no audible break between the long and short tones.
Brass







Violins* cellos and basses use the lower half of the bow,
Violas start up-bow using the lower half of the bow, so that the subito
will come on the up-bow at the tip of the bow. The note preceding the
subito should be very short to give the players time to steady the bow for
the subito. To give violas added training, the director may reverse the
bowing so that the subito comes on a down-bow and at the frog. This is
difficult and will require patience on the part of the conductor and prac-
tice on the part of players.
This effect is a rarity, even in professional bands and orches-
tras, Still more rare is the sudden change from l*ortissiao to Pianissimo
with both degree* in tune and well-balanced,
A fortissimo ceases to be enjoyable when some of the voices
are drowned by others, or when the tone quality is bad, or the intonation
is poor.
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Players should make the fortissimo note preceding suhito very
short so that tones will not overlap into the pianissimo and spoil the
effect. As the "bassoons respond more slowly, they must anticipate, starting
the tone slightly ahead of the others so that the result is like one instru-
ment playing.
Brass
As indicated. Hov/ever, as in the first few measures the full
orchestra is not employed, brass players must be careful not to play too





String players attack the tone by pressing on the bow with the
index finger until the hair spreads apart on the string, then releasing the
pressure the instant the bow begins to move, using about one-third of the
bow on the accent, suddenly checking the motion of the bow and saving almost
half of the hair length for the remainder of the measure. When this stroke
occurs on the down-bow, the little finger must be used to counteract the
weight of the bow in attaining a sforzando at the frog. In principle, an
accent is always made on the down-bow because of the weight of the bow, in
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Woodwind players should obstruct their breath flow with their
tongues, at the same time contracting their abdominal muscles, so that the
pent-up breath is released by the whispering of the syllable too-oo-oo. The
effect will be a sharp staccato attack, followed by a smooth, soft sustained
tone.
Brass
Horns - same as above.
The conductor might explain that the sforzando is a type of
dynamic accent as distinguished from the rhythmic accent. The rhythmic
accent signifies a clearly perceptible emphasis, recurring at regular inter-
vals, which is necessary for a comprehension of the grouping of note values.
The dynamic accent signifies the intentional stressing of a note value,
which is not Justified by rhythmic reasons.
This intentionally unrhythmic stroke calls for a great measure




yirst violins, violas. Use the full bow in the first two meas-
ures and play the rest of the exercise in the t^per third of the bow.
Sforzando in piano demands a corresponding diminution of pressure, or of
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Strings - Continued
bow expenditure, while favoring the vicinity of the fingerboard. In no case
should the bow drop down upon the string from above, and the method of
attack should produce no accompanying noises.
Second violins. The first two measures must be clayed with a
swift and small de^tach^ in the middle of the bov/. The bow must be pressed
firmly to the string, and thus be prevented from springing. The rest of the
exercise should be played in the upper third of the bow. Playing piano the
stick should be turned toward the fingerboard and the stroke used should be
a "long” stroke. By "long" stroke I mean one not separated from the pre-
ceding and following strokes by a plainly noticeable pause. The sforzando
should be produced by the exertion of a strong pressure on the string by
means of the bow stick. In spite of the rapid movement, violinists must try
to secure pure string vibrations and not a tone interspersed with accompany-
ing noises.
Cellos and basses. Use full bow in the first two measures and
upper half of the bow for the rest of the exercise.
Woodwinds
In playing the first two measures the woodwind players should
play as loudly as they can and still be in perfect tune and maintain good
tone quality. The effect produced should be a well-rounded, organ-like
fortissimo. The rest of the exercise in piano should be produced by contrac-
ting the abdominal muscles, so that the pent-up breath is released by v/his-
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The sforzando is played like the forte-piano except that the
diminuendo following the accent is less sudden. This ip a difficult effect
for an ensemble to produce—the duration of the loud part of the tone should
not exceed one-twentieth of a second, while the remainder of the tone should
gradually diminish. Both parts of the tone should, of course, be in good
tone and of good tone quality. The players should not attempt to overdo the
accent, but should rather be concerned with producing a sharp accent of momen
tary duration.
Violins start up-bow and play the whole exercise in the lower
half of the bow. The choice Of giving preference to the lower half is deter-
Ined by the musical character of the exercise. The sforzando must be pro-
duced by an accentuation at the beginning of the stroke caused by an extended
how-expend iture
,
Violins and cellos play the entire exercise in the lower third of
the bow. Except for the sforzando the change of bow in the first four meas-
ures must not be clmsy. Here it must be recognized that a combined movement
of wrist Joint and fingers is the only one which produces an absolutely fric-
tionless stroke continuation.
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Woodwinds
Keep breath flow steady and whisper the syllable tut for each
tone. This is an excellent exercise for keeping abdominal muscles contracted.
The last two measures will require a lot of practice to gauge the quickness
of response of the various instruments in order to be in unison with the
strings.
Btms
Players must produce a short staccato tone by whispering the
syllable fait.
Percussion
Tympani strike in the center without muffling.
Exercise No. 46
CONTRASTED STACCATO TOMES
PIANO-JOETS — EICHTE NOTES
Strings
First violin players should use the middle of the bow and play
as indicated.
Second violins must use the thrown-bow stroke playing the piano
notes in the middle of the bow and the forte notes in the lower third of
the bow. The fourth finger must remain on the bow stick at all times. At
the tempo indicated the wrist should predominate, but should not be exclusive-
ly active. The forte notes on the 0 string, even though played in the lower
third of the bow, require an excess of weight due to the harder consistency
of the string.
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Violas » cellos and "basses should use the great "broad d^tache^
bow-stroke, and the bow should not leave the string after the rests. This
type of bowing represents the most inrportant and most widely used of all
types of bowing.. Its absolute control is a positive prerequisite to a good
bow technique. The director should encourage the pupils to study the
d^tach^ bowing in this exercise at the three principal parts of the bow; the
upper half, the middle half, and the lovrer half of the bov/.
Exercise JojJVl
CPHTRASTED STACCATO TONES
PlANO-yORTE — SIXTEENTH NOTES
Strings
This exercise requires the strings to use the springing bow-
stroke in the piano passages and the thrown-bow stroke in the forte passages.
When the players try to produce a small detache in the middle of the bow at
its balancing point, they will find that this is possible only when they
exert a correspondingly strong pressure on the bow by means of the index
finger. If they are satisfied, on the other hand, to allow the index finger
to rest loosely on the stick, then it will start to leave the string after
each stroke, i,e., to leap up and down in an elastic manner. This type Is
called the springing stroke. Hence, it is no more than a small detache,
carr5ed out at the narrowly limited point where the bow-ctick, remaining
balanced, springs independently. The inclination of the bow to yield to
quivering, involuntary movements in the middle, so disturbing in a legato
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Strings - Continued
springing bow. The bow is thrown on the string onl7 at the start in order
to make the attack, then It is supposed to carry on itself by means of its
own elasticity.
The thrown bow-stroke necessitates a consciously Intended rais-
ing of the bow for itself and is most conveniently done by the remaining on
the stick of the little finger. When the bow moves in the lower half, the
fourth finger must remain on the bow stick; yet if it is lying on the stick
when a higher part of the bov/ is used, mechanical hindrances occur. The
pressure of the fourth finger automatically calls forth an outward turn of
the lower arm, and, in consequence, an inclination to lift the bow from the
string. Hence this procedure should be used purposely only with the thrown
bow-stroke, never with the springing bow stroke. When this principle is
ignored, both types are mingled and a stiff scratchy middle type (between
the springing and the thrown stroke) results. Only when the bow itself,
because poorly made, or because inadequately haired, shows no tendency to
"spring”, should the elasticity of the stick be heightened artificially by
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This exercise must be played in the lower half of the bow with
the thrown stroke. Playing a piano tone at the frog is a delicate task
requiring much practice. In order to strengthen the little finger at the
lower half, this exercise should receive a lot of practice. Practice must
be continued until the evil is obviated, which will be the case in a longer
or shorter period of time. The students will soon feel coH5>letely at ease
even though they will feel hindered at the beginning.
The director should watch out for the habit common to many
violinists, that of stretching the index finger when playing at the nut.
By this I mean when the index finger comes to rest on the stick with the end
and not with the middle of the third carpal Joint. This, in my opinion, is
very injurious because in that case this finger voluntarily abandons its
leadership while remaining at the lover half of the bow and the control of
the tone production is left to the other fingers, the tone growing notice-
ably less expressive toward the nut. The index finger should never give
up its right to lead, but toward the nut should allow its Influence to be
neutralized, so to speak, by the pressure of the little finger.
Woodwinds
The breath should be steady, interrupted only by the tongue
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FOHTK-PIANO — SUSTAIKED T015ES
Strings
This exercise will prove difficult because of the tricky nuances
and large skips of the strings. As a rule the upper arm should be on the
plane of that string which the bow happens to touch at the moment. Under
no circumstances sho\ild the low-held upper arm, or even pressure of the
upper arm against the body* be permitted. It will suffice to mention that
the voluntary raising of the upper arm, which must take place consequent to
holding the upper arm low while playing on the G string, whose line then
auproaches the vertical, is destructive under any circumstances since, in
no matter what connection, any effective press\ire of the hand when the up-
per arm is held too low is impossible. Only in case a very rapid change of
string at the point is desirable should a movement of the wrist be substitu-
ted for the movement of the shoulder-joint
,
which is too clumsy.
The opposite counter-part is the arm held too high, marked by
an elbow sticking out sharply in the air. This position, it is true, is
tmgraceful and impractical, yet is not injurious to tone production, if only
i - nfjtfvfvjoW
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Strings - Continued
the upper arm may roll freely in the shoulder-Joint, Hence, when it seems
Impossible for a pupil to play with his upper arm in a normal position,
the teacher must resign himself to this, on condition that with every change
of position at the point, the upper arm is also carrying out the correspond-
ing movement. The long sustained notes should not be given their full value,
so that during the slight pause, the upper arm, with stiff lower sirm and
stiff wrist, carries out the change of string through the shoulder-Joint
alone.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players will find this an excellent exercise in keeping
the abdominal muscles contracted to the proper degree. The director should
watch the oboe and clarinet players to see if their chins move when playing
staccato. If they do, he should keep them playing this exercise until they
break that bad habit and learn to attack their tones with their tongues,
and not with their chins. For the sustained tones, the players whisper the
syllable too and for the staccato tones, tut.
Brass
The director should have the patience and force to Insist upon
his pupils playing softly and developing good embouchure early. He should
teach them to humor the tone and listen intently to the intonation. In this
way he is sending them on the short, sure way to artistry with nothing to
undo later.
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First violins anxst use the full bov for each group of slurred
notes. The point of contact between the bow-hairs and strings will be sub-
ject to constant change especially in the case of sustained shaded tones.
The piano passages must be played in the vicinity of the fingerboard* and
the forte passages in the vicinity of the bridge. In the forte passages,
pressure must be exerted on the bow-stick by means of the index finger of
the right hand, I regard the index finger, by virtue of its quality, as a
leader as well as chief median between the bow and the strength dispensing
part of the arm, as that factor which takes the most prominent part in tone
production, with regard to purity of vibration as also to the degree of tonal
power. The director must see to it that players do not anticipate the
changes of dynamics. There must be no diminution of increase of volume of
tone until the prescribed change of volume is reached.
The rest of the strings must use the small detache bow-stroke,
and play Just above the middle of the bow. The prescribed shading should
be produced by increased bow pressure. The pupils should be encouraged to
practice this exercise at the three principal parts of the bow
—
point,
middle and nut. In a composition to be played they should execute the
d^tachd" between the middle and point as a matter of principle.
Woodwinds
Woodwind players should keep a steady flow of breath varying the
pressure to suit the power of the tone. Players must whisper the syllable
xO qx/ota rff?fl9 tux vo<i IIje/1 fixf^ 9ci» iet*K exiilotr
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r
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Woodwinds - Continued
;too for the tied notes, and the syllable tut for the staccato tones.
Brass
Players must whisper the syllable tut for each staccato tone.
Players must remember that the diminuendo following the accent Is not very
sudden and must not sound below the prescribed dynamic.
Exercise No. “jl
STACCATO-TENUTO FORT I S3 IMO
Strings
Players should use the detach/ bow-stroke in the lover half of
the bow with particlpat5 on of the shoulder-Joint in a vertical direction,
up to a certain point.
The accents on the half-notes must consist of the emphasizing
or strengthening of the Individual tone when it begins to sound, after which
the strength of the tone is at once restored to the existing general plane
of tone power. The accentuation is always produced by means of heightened
pressure or Increased expenditure of bow. In this exercise the right mixture
of acceleration and strengthening is called for as heightened pressure alone
would easily cause danger of forcing.
Judgment as to the more or less appropriate manner of carrying
out an accent is passed, first of all, on the basis of the tonal results
which are achieved thereby. In spite of the violent movement, students must
try to secure pure string vibrations, and not a tone interspersed with
accompanying noises. The left hand, too, in its way, may assist in strength-
ening the accent brought about by the bow, by an excessively strong setting
fte/unJicoO - > 6ntwfcr oW
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Str ings - Continued
of the finger in question.
The director should see that the players do not execute the
attack out of the air, known as “hacking". By this I mean that instead of
vigorously taking hold of the tone to he accentuated by means of a pressure
accent preceding the beginning of the stroke, presximably through ignorance
of the bowing technique needed in this instance, as well as fearing scratchy
accompanying noises, the player throws the bow down upon the string from a
certain distance above, whereby a pseudo-accentuation results, which pro-
duces a crude, instead of an energetic, expression.
This type of attack as used in an orchestra does not produce an
excessively disturbing effect. However, it indicates a low level of bow
culture, and places the player in an inferior class.
Woodwinds
Players should obstruct their breath flow with their tongues at
the same time contracting their abdominal muscles so that the pent-up breath
is released by the whispering of the syllable too-oo . The effect will be a
sharp staccato attack followed by a smooth sustained note.
Brass
Players should attack the tone with energy. The tones must be
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